WHEN IT COMES TO DRAINS, SEWERS
AND PIPES WE CAN GET IT DONE

CCTV INSPECTION OF SEWERS
AND STORM WATER PIPES
Rangedale uses the latest IBAK and IPEK CCTV
cameras combined with WinCan reporting
software. The use of cutting edge technology
means we can provide clients with accurate,
timely and detailed inspection reports in both
coloured hardcopy with photos and digital
formats. Inclination reports plus laser profiling can
be carried out with these camera systems also.
Recording of the pipe surveys can be provided on
DVD, or USB stick. All CCTV staff are trained to the
(WSA05) Coding Standards.
The most prominent software WinCan V8 is used
to capture live video of conduits as digital clips for
each line with the CCTV camera system. In the
case of any abandonment, the line is cleaned
(using approved methods) and the survey
continues or a reverse survey is performed from
the opposite end to achieve an overlap. MPEG1
compression is used for the clips. However, the
clips can also be captured in MPEG2 or MPEG4
formats.

VIDEO AND REPORTING
Our digital clips are carefully surveyed using
WinCan V8 software and reports are generated in
compliance with the latest standards,
Our clips are then attached to their respective
reports. Three major reporting standards are
currently in use: Sewer Inspection Reporting Code
of Australia WSA05- 2008, WSA05-2006 and
SEWRAT (Australian Conduit Condition Evaluation
Manual).
The header section of these reports contain all the
information needed to be filled in prior to
assessment, such as the start node, end node,
estimated length, year of construction, etc. The
body of the report contains all observations made
during the survey followed by still images of
observations of significance (serious structural
damages and service defects) for the relevant pipe
length. Some reports are colour coded for defects,
grading from one to five depending on the
magnitude. Both hard and soft copies are
provided to clients to assist with their informed
decision making.
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CCTV INSPECTION OF
TRUNK SEWERS
The accurate inspection and condition
assessment of large diameter sanitary sewers is
becoming more and more important. Our sewer
inspection technology is capable of performing
detailed inspections in large diameter sewers with
various flow conditions. We are able to locate
serious defects such as corrosion, cracks,
infiltration, deformations and intrusions.
The “one set up” capability of our system allows
our camera to inspect lengths of up to 3 km from
one location, thereby reducing the number of
setups required. This saves time and money as
well as minimising disruptions in congested areas.
OUR CCTV UNIT
A Hino 4×4 500 series truck has been specially
fitted out to house a long range CCTV unit which
includes: a control unit, recording devices
(including a back up system) and three phase
electric winches and fibre optic rotary joints.

The truck includes:
Up to 3 km of battlefield grade fibre optic cable
used to transfer the digital signal back to the control
unit for recording;
•

A power supply for lights and camera operation is
housed within the float system unit;
•

A CCTV camera mounted on a floating device with
four LED lights for illumination in the pipe;
•

Two trailers with hydraulic drums complete the unit.
They contain up to 3,000 metres of 6 mm rope to
control the direction and speed of the survey.
•
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HYDRO EXCAVATION
Every company involved in digging fears
unintentionally damaging expensive
telecommunications, power and gas
infrastructure. With so many pipes and cables laid
underground we are extremely careful with staff
safety and costly repairs always in mind.

Non-destructive digging minimises the risks
associated with excavation works such as possible
loss of service, explosions from gas mains,
shorting of electrical cables and the
contamination of a water supply due to the lack
of sewer services.

Rangedale offers a cost effective environmentally
friendly and non-destructive solution. Our process
involves digging holes using high pressure air or
water with a specially designed nozzle and our
industrial unit that vacuums the debris into a
holding tank.

Our highly skilled hydro excavation teams
work for major construction companies
throughout Victoria as well as South Australia and
NSW.

This method eliminates the problem of damaging
buried services such as sewer pipes, fibre optic
cables, electricity cables, water and gas mains,
stormwater lines and even tree roots.

This service is part of our specialist drainage and
civil capabilities which also include pipe relining,
inspections, sewer and storm water pipe repairs
and line replacements.
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IMPACT CUTTER
When it comes to impact cutting, our intruder is
the best alternative if pipes are full of hardened
concrete, stubborn chemicals, mineral deposits or
heavy root growth.
At Rangedale we have years of experience
customising a variety of different cutting
accessories to tackle all sewer blockages.
We operate the impact cutter with our vacuum
loading combo units to help to take the rubble
from the pipe.
If an inspection reveals that your sewer or storm
water pipes are choked by hardened concrete,
mineral deposits or heavy root growth, then
our intruder impact cutter will clear it away for
you.

Used by Councils and Water boards, our impact
cutter is a heavy duty unit that’s also state-of-theart. Made in Germany, the Intruder has an array of
tungsten tipped cutting teeth which are attached
to the rotating head which spins as its centre hits
the blockage at one thousand times a minute,
smashing the obstruction into small pieces that
get extruded by high presser water. It works in
sewer and storm water pipes from 150mm up to
900mm.
We often use impact cutters to cut large tree root
masses which can’t be removed from a line by
other equipment. It’s also the best option if your
pipes are badly blocked by concrete. When
concrete sets in and blocks a pipe, the quicker
we’re alerted to the problem the easier it is for the
impact cutter to fix it. If the impact cutter is used
on the concrete within a few days of it being in
the pipe then it slices through it like butter. If the
concrete has been there for a month, then it’s a
slower process to clear it out.
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TANKER SERVICES
Rangedale Tanker Services offer comprehensive
tanker services to assist with your liquid or slurry
waste removal and disposal.

Our fleet of tankers are available to assist on all
jobs, large or small, where pits and manholes
need pumping out or flooding or spills need
cleaning up.
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JET CLEANING AND
ROOT CUTTING
Rangedale provides expert and efficient root
clearing and cutting services all around
Melbourne.
We have a large fleet of drain cleaning units
which can be used for both low and high pressure
cleaning work of up to 3000 PSI.
All Rangedale units feature large-volume water
storage tanks, and also carry stand pipes for easy
connection to hydrants for street water supplies.
These water-jetting units are fitted with the latest
rotating water-jet cutting heads which remove
deposits such as grease, sand, silt and roots.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE CLEANING
Our high velocity jetting vehicles are on hand for
clearing blockages, general cleaning or root
cutting of sewers, storm water drains and pits.
Some jet trucks carry up to 300m of hose. We also
provide professional chemical root foaming and
manhole inspections.
GAS CHECK CLEANING
Our small combo units are often used to clean gas
check manholes where it is necessary to get all
fats and rubble out of the throat and up
stream pipe length.

Each unit carries a minimum of 185m of 1” hose, a
wide range of jet nozzles, and cleaning heads.
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RELINING OF SEWER
PIPES
By taking advantage of our relining process, you
avoid digging large trenches, disturbing pathways
or later undertaking rehabilitation work such as
relaying turf, paths and gardens. This means
substantial cost savings.
Our cured pipe relining system is an efficient,
economical and environmentally responsible
method of lining round pipelines.
Our cured system provides a long-term structural
solution, with proven physical rehabilitation
properties for gravity pipelines.
We can repair breaks, cracks and leaks in
underground pipeline systems, without the need
for disrupted excavation.
Relining is also a proven durable solution that will
add a further 20-30 years of life to pipes and
drains. It is also a cost effective, efficient and
environmentally friendly process.

Using our CCTV cameras, we first do an inspection
of the inside of the sewer or storm water pipes to
check on their condition. Then our team does any
required cleaning to ensure there are no sharp
edges in the pipe that could pierce the liner that
is used in the relining process.
The bladder we use is airtight and lies inside a
length of liner which is impregnated with resins.
We invert it into the pipe and once it’s in position
the bladder is blown up and the wet resin on the
felt is pushed into the inside of the host pipe.
The bladder remains blown up for an hour or two
depending on how cold or hot it is and on what
type of resins are being used on that particular
day. When the resins have cured and are fixed to
the pipe’s insides, the bladder is deflated and
withdrawn. The end result is a pipe or drain with
its structural integrity regained.
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REPAIRS TO DAMAGED
SEWERS
A ‘digout’ is the replacement of sewer or storm
water pipes that are either broken or blocked due
to tree roots, ground movement or ageing of
pipes. When the use of high-pressure water jets
cannot penetrate a pipe to clear a blockage,
Rangedale Civil Services can provide a dig out to
solve the problem.

Today, the most efficient and effective way to
repair sewer and storm water pipes is through the
use of trenchless technology. The advantages that
trenchless technology provides are massive
because it allows storm water and sewer pipe
repairs to be made from the inside of the pipes as
opposed to having to dig them up.

Depending on the depth, access and location of
the pipes, we either carry out repairs using
excavators, hydro units or excavate by hand.

Trenchless technology is especially used when it’s
very hard or impossible to do a dig. For example,
we can use robots for both sewer and storm
water pipe trimming and repairs under roads,
houses or sealed factory floors.

We can offer a practical and cost effective solution
to any repair needed in any ground condition.
With advancements in technology that Rangedale
has to offer, you can be assured that you will get
the most realistic option available.

Rangedale Drainage & Civil Services are leaders in
the use and development of this type of
technology which provides an efficient and cost
effective way to repair piping systems.
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SPECIALISED SERVICES
Rangedale’s civil services go far beyond the
ordinary. We have the expertise, the experience
and the equipment to handle almost anything,
including:
Digouts in excessive wet running sand, closed
timber sheeted, 0 to 14m deep;
•

•

Dewatering of deep excavations;

Large diameter rising main repairs, eg 600mm
diameter AC/DICL/PE;
•

Deep excavation in poor soil conditions, eg
Coode Island silt;
•

Tunnelling under trees, buildings, laneways or
electrical services is carried out on a regular basis.
•

Repairs on deep sewers due to damage, eg
concrete being poured in sewers or limited access;
•

Deep excavation adjacent to existing load
bearing structures, eg brick or concrete walls;
•

Replacement of, or major repairs to, sewers of
poor or degraded concrete with limited access.
•

TUNNELLING
Rangedale have experience in all different aspects
of tunnelling. We have completed many different
types of tunnels in all types of ground conditions.
These tunnels were required for new branch
connections and repairs to existing pipes in some
challenging areas from under a very large palm
tree in wet running sand to under tram lines,
roads and buildings in the CBD. We have an
extensive amount of experience in using timbers
for this type of excavation works.
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CONSTRUCTION OF
NEW PIPE LINES
Rangedale offers years of valuable experience in
the construction of new connections as well as
expert extensions to sewers and new manholes.
Our team of professionals are able to undertake a
wide range of civil and drainage projects in the
design and supervision of both small and large
sewer connections and extensions.

Our proven processes include the following steps:
•

An initial consultation and site visit;

•

Thorough design and documentation;

Completed formalities with neighbours, service
authorities and local councils;
•

•

Submission to Water Corporation for approval;

•

Supervision of construction;

And an as-constructed submission to Water
Corporation after completion.
•
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SMART LOCK
Rangedale uses “Smart Lock”, the biggest
advancement in point repair technology in the
past 15 years. It is manufactured in Australia, so
orders can be quickly filled.
For a long time fiberglass and mechanical ‘No-Dig’
point repairs have been the preferred method for
repairing localised faults in pipes. Existing systems
require lengthy cure times, making them labour
and equipment intensive. As those expenses
continue to increase, contractors and asset owners
need a much more cost effective and quicker way
to install point repairs.
Smart Lock combines both of the proven fiberglass
and mechanical point repair technologies into one
efficient solution. The expandable / locking system
is manufactured from the highest grade of 3.16
stainless steel and has an external silicate or epoxy
impregnated glass mat.

Smart Lock has been designed and developed with
the installer and asset owner in mind. With easy
installation procedures, taking only around 20
minutes, Smart Lock can be installed into pipes that
would traditionally requires costly bypass pumping
and site management.
With increased strength, and with reduced wear
compared to traditional point repairs, Smart Lock is
our clear first choice when it comes to installing
point repairs.
Smart Lock is available in sizes from DN100mm to
DN900mm. Larger sizes are also available on request.
PACKERS
We also manufacture a range of large flow through
packers which are specifically manufactured for
installing the “Smart Lock”. When using these packers
bypass pumping is not required.
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ROBOTICS
WORK SMART BY USING ROBOTICS TO REPAIR
AND UNBLOCK SEWER AND STORM WARER
PIPES
The use of robot technology has led to massive
improvements in how sewer and storm water
pipes can be repaired and unblocked.
Among the benefits that robots provide is their
ability to allow work to be done with minimal
disruption to the environment. As an example, if
there’s an obstruction in a pipe five metres
underground it’s much easier and usually quicker
to send a robot into the pipe to clear it versus
digging it out.
For years now Rangedale Drainage & Civil Services
have made use of robots to repair sewer and
storm water pipes and we’re considered industry
leaders in using this type of technology.

Robots are a cost-effective option and they can be
used for a range of scenarios. Before sending a
robot in to repair a sewer or storm water pipe, we
firstly do a CCTV inspection to understand the
extent of the problem. If we find it’s a foreign
object causing a blockage, such as a loose PVC
elbow, then we can use the robot to cut it in half
and push it out.
We frequently use robots to cut and grind away
obstacles that are blocking pipes. They can also
grind out pipes that have shifted and they can
also grind away intruding connections. Often our
team uses them to trim pipe connections and
they can even help take the guesswork out of
pipe realignments as well.
Our state of the art robotics equipment is made in
Germany and they can be used in pipes from
125mm to 700mm in diameter.
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OUR CONTACTS
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